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Abstract

An important concept in organisational behaviour is how hierarchy affects the voice of individuals, whereby members of a given organisation exhibit differing power relations based on their hierarchical position. Although there have been prior studies of the relationship between hierarchy and voice, they tend to focus on more qualitative small-scale methods and do not account for structural aspects of the organisation. This paper develops large-scale computational techniques utilising temporal network analysis to measure the effect that organisational hierarchy has on communication patterns throughout an organisation, focusing on the structure of pairwise interactions between individuals. To this end, we focus on one major organisation as a case study — the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) — a major technical standards development organisation for the Internet. A particularly useful feature of the IETF is a transparent hierarchy, where participants take on explicit roles (e.g., Area Directors, Working Group Chairs), and because its processes are open we have visibility into the communication of people at different hierarchy levels over a long time period. Exploiting this, we utilise a temporal network dataset of 989,911 email interactions among 23,741 participants to study how hierarchy impacts communication patterns. We show that the middle levels of the IETF are growing in terms of their dominance in communications. Higher levels consistently experience a higher proportion of incoming communication than lower levels, with higher levels initiating more communications too. We find that, overall, communication tends to flow “up” the hierarchy more than “down”. Finally, we find that communication with higher-levels is associated with future communication more than for lower-levels, which we interpret as “facilitation”. We conclude by discussing the implications this has on patterns within the wider IETF and the impact our analysis can have for other organisations.

1 Introduction

The nature of communication within an organisation is indicative of the working practices that exist between participants. For basic functionality of the organisation, there must exist useful communication amongst people who are working towards shared goals. In an organisation with a formal hierarchy, where some participants have official roles, the position of people within the hierarchy may impact communication between them.

In the field of Organisational Behaviour (OB, Pfrombeck et al. 2023) there is a concept known as the “voice”, which is conceptualised as the ability for an employee of an organisation to “speak up”, i.e. give their opinion. There is an area of OB research which has a keen interest in how hierarchy affects the “voice” of individuals. They draw some conclusions about the effect of organisational structure on the voice of employees, and this paper builds on these conclusions with new analysis techniques.

The aim of this paper is to quantitatively determine the effect that organisational hierarchy levels have on communication patterns throughout an organisation. We model communication as a network where a node represents an individual and a directed edge represents a communication sent from one individual to another (Panzaras, Opsahl, and Carley 2009; Viswanath et al. 2009; Klimt and Yang 2004). By repeating the analysis across time, we can build a full temporal network (Masuda and Lambiotte 2016) of communication interactions between people in the system. In this study we consider only the network structure and the status at that time of the individuals, not the content of messages.

The type of hierarchy we are interested in has participants with stratified roles for organisational purposes. Therefore, this paper uses as its case study interactions between participants of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), an organisation that develops technical standards for the operation of the Internet. The IETF operates primarily using a number of email lists, plus in-person plenary meetings three times a year. We study how the email communication is impacted by the hierarchical roles of individuals. According to the IETF mission statement (Alvestrand 2004), the IETF is made up of volunteers who collaborate to develop consensus-based technical standards. This collaboration should be evident in their communication practices. The nature of the IETF mailing list dataset (Khare et al. 2022) enables unique insights as it is both long-standing (a mostly complete record of all emails has been kept since 1980), has been combined with comprehensive metadata (the hierarchical status of participants for example), and is high impact (the IETF creates critical infrastructure standards relating to the technical operation and design of the Internet).
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first paper that uses graph structure to investigate the effects of hierarchy on individuals and their communication patterns. Even organisational structural analysis of how communication is affected by hierarchy has rarely been performed in the OB literature. However, we have put together important hypotheses from OB into the research questions, RQ1-RQ4, in this paper.

2 Research Questions

The first hypothesis focuses on the impact of the “steepness” (Anderson and Brown 2010) of the hierarchy. This refers to the fewer people in higher hierarchy levels the more steep the hierarchy is, i.e. a centralised control of decision making in higher levels. The opposite of this is a “diffused” (Hussain et al. 2019) hierarchy where the large amount of people in higher levels stifle lower level voice by creating “bystanders” who find it hard to speak up. In general, the conclusions about steep hierarchies are confused, where some papers conclude a positive and some a negative effect of steep hierarchies. We explore what this means for the IETF in RQ1.

The second hypothesis regards the “power distance” (Li and Xing 2021; Duan et al. 2018; Guo, Zhu, and Zhang 2020) of individuals, which is the number of hierarchy levels between people who are communicating. The focus is on the impact this has on people’s voice or lack thereof when the distance is large versus small. The conclusions from this research area usually suggest that even small power distances have a large effect of reducing the voice of the lower of the two levels. We tackle this for the IETF in three different ways outlined in RQ2-4.

The IETF being a voluntary organisation gives a new perspective on these hypotheses, as the existing literature focuses on commercial organisations. In contrast to the above conclusions, we demonstrate that despite the hierarchy becoming more “diffused”, participants in the higher levels in the IETF hierarchy perform a “facilitator” role, promoting discussion with those they interact with and receiving a benefit themselves as a result. We also show that higher level participants tend to be a focus of discussion with remarks directed “upward” toward them whereas Regular Participants (RPs) engage more in group-discussion with less focus on an individual. This suggests that the IETF does not conform to the notion that power distance has a negative effect on communication, nor that a more diffused hierarchy reduces the voice of lower levels.

• RQ1: Are higher levels of the hierarchy growing or becoming more centralised? Are they associated with an increased domination of the conversation?

The effect the steepness of an organisation’s hierarchy has on the communication within is not well understood. This RQ is important because once we know whether the IETF hierarchy is becoming steeper, we can look at the effects this is having on the communication patterns of participants. In this RQ, we look at the number of individuals and/or roles that inhabit each hierarchy level. We also consider whether individuals in higher levels are more active in the conversation and quantify the evolution of the mailing list activity within each level of the IETF hierarchy. We find that the middle level, Working Group Chairs (WGCs), is gaining in overall proportion of activity, whilst the lowest level, RPs, is decreasing. The top level, Area Directors (ADs), remains constant in proportion. The increase in WGC activity coincides with an increase of WGCs per Working Groups (WGs).

• RQ2: What is the association between the organisation hierarchy and general communication patterns?

The communication patterns that different levels in the hierarchy experience may be indicative of the cooperation between levels (Li and Xing 2021; Duan et al. 2018). For instance, if participants at higher levels send lots of email while receiving little, this suggests a lack of receptiveness of higher levels to the suggestions of lower levels, and low confidence of lower levels to voice their opinions. In contrast, we hypothesise that collaboration between layers is high, as outlined in the IETF mission statement, which will look more like the opposite of this example.

In this vein, we compare the ways that different roles communicate, looking at the tendency for communications to be purely inbound, outbound or use more complex patterns. We count three edge motifs for different hierarchy levels as described in section 4.4. We find that higher levels consistently experience a higher proportion of incoming communication than RPs, and all levels send outward communication at similar proportions over time.

Also, the proportion of people who begin email threads are split by hierarchy level. Higher levels show a disproportionate tendency to originate email threads.

• RQ3: How do people with differing roles communicate with each other? Does information flow “up” or “down” the hierarchy?

Our third hypothesis is that the cooperative nature of the IETF will be evident in the effect that power distance (Li and Xing 2021) has on communication throughout the organisation. The raw proportion of the communication between hierarchy levels helps us to understand the confidence of lower levels to exercise their voice. This proportion, for a cooperative and voluntary organisation should be higher for lower hierarchy levels, showing a confidence in their voice.

We categorise edges based on the hierarchy levels they originate from and are sent to. Ratios are then calculated of “upward” versus “downward” communication between RPs, WGCs and ADs. We find that the lower the level, the more of a skew to upward communication. Communication tends to flow “up” the hierarchy more than “down”.

• RQ4: What is the impact that individuals have on their direct contacts’ activity over time? How does this vary across hierarchy level?

An important question (Li and Xing 2021; Guo, Zhu, and Zhang 2020) for any organisation is whether higher level participants encourage those at lower levels in the hierarchy to properly engage. The IETF is cooperative and vol-
untary by design, therefore we hypothesise a high level of encouragement from higher levels to lower. We measure whether activity in one time period is associated with activity in a subsequent time period both for individuals and for neighbourhoods. If those who communicate with higher levels receive a boost in their communication as a result, this is an indication of such encouragement.

In particular, we perform Mobility Taxonomy analysis to determine the effect individual IETF participants have on their future number of connections, and the average number of connections of their neighbours. We find that WGCs have an increased tendency, versus RPs, to remain active (Mobility), an increased tendency for their neighbours to be active subsequent to high WGC activity (Philanthropy) and for them to gain activity after their neighbours are active (Community). We interpret this as WGCs filling a “facilitator” role on the mailing lists.

3 Related Work

Temporal Networks Analysing temporal networks is an emerging field of research (Masuda and Lambiotte 2016) which allows for networks to evolve in time, bringing them more in line with natural networks which do not remain static. For instance, some have analysed the time evolution of important nodes in a network (Fire and Guestrin 2020), whether their neighbours are similarly important (Pedreschi, Battaglia, and Barrat 2022) and some others the correlations of the trajectory of snapshots of networks over time (Lacasa, Rodriguez, and Eguiluz 2022). In this paper we bring new analysis techniques, that expand on the idea of tracking the evolution of node importance, to an email list corpus.

Temporal Motifs A form of temporal network analysis that is key to understanding communication in social networks is computing temporal motifs (Paranjape, Benson, and Leskovec 2017; Kovanen et al. 2011) between nodes. This technique involves look at the sequence in which edges attach to nodes over time which lets us see how conversation happens with fine resolution. Applications include understanding the diffusion of information through a social network using undirected motifs (Sarkar, Guo, and Shakarian 2019), and analysing the collaboration and scientific mobility of co-authorship networks (Boekhout, Traag, and Takes 2021). To the best of our knowledge, temporal motifs have not yet been used for analysis of communication in social networks which means knowledge of high time-resolution direct communication between individuals is ripe for the picking.

Communication Networks Building social interaction networks out of email communication data is a well trodden field (Belanger 1999; McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001), and the introduction of time evolution into the analysis (Panzarasa, Opsahl, and Carley 2009; Viswanath et al. 2009) is recent but has quickly gained interest. However, the analysis of email based communication is less prevalent with the notable exception of the well-known, and oft analysed, Enron emails (Klimt and Yang 2004). The communication dataset we examine is interesting for several reasons: it is a long duration email dataset, it is annotated with meta data representing participant roles, and it represents discussion in a decentralised consensus driven organisation (Resnick 2014; Alvestrand 2004) rather than a business with a traditional management hierarchy.

Voice The effects of hierarchy on the “voice” of individuals within an organisation is a key aspect (Pfrombeck et al. 2023) of Organisational Behaviour (OB) research. A steep (Hussain et al. 2019) hierarchy can have a negative effect on voice by reducing the variety of perspectives (Anderson and Brown 2010) in higher levels, or positive effect where decisions can be made quickly. However, a diffused hierarchy may also have negative effects (Hussain et al. 2019) on voice by contributing to lower level “bystanders” who let the higher levels do the talking, or a positive effect with a variety of approaches to management. Similarly, a large “power distance” can cause problems to lower level voice if the higher levels are “authoritarian” (Duan et al. 2018), however if they are “benevolent” (Li and Xing 2021; Guo, Zhu, and Zhang 2020) then power distance is less of a problem. We aim to test these ideas in regard to the voluntary and collaborative nature of the IETF organisation, whereas the literature mostly focuses on traditional organisations.

IETF The IETF has made public much useful data for analysing their organisation. In this paper we focus on the mailing list social interaction graph and hierarchy data, but there is also data readily available about the RFC Series1 where the IETF publishes technical standards for the Internet. Multitudes of public metadata are also available and have been analysed in some recent publications. First, (McQuistin et al. 2021) concentrates on predicting the success of RFCs based on their complexity and the time it takes to finish them. Second, (Khare et al. 2023) analyses the effect of influence on the adoption of an RFC by a WG. Then (Khare et al. 2023) focuses on predicting the influence of individuals based on linguistic analysis of the content of their emails. Finally (Karan et al. 2023) characterises the mailing list data as dialog acts for the study of decision-making mechanisms. This paper by contrast is the first to use these temporal graph analysis techniques on the dataset and the first to look at the interaction between the temporal graph and the hierarchical status of its participants.

4 Methodology

4.1 Temporal Graphs

Our analysis is grounded in temporal graph analysis techniques, which model how interactions (edges) between entities (nodes) evolve over time. A temporal graph \(G\) is defined as existing from time 0 until \(\infty\), with nodes \(V\) and temporal edges \(E\). It is built out of edge events \((n, m, t)\) where \(n\) and \(m\) are nodes which are connected by an edge at time \(t\). The edges are directed and are defined by a pair of nodes \(e = (n, m) \in E\), where the ordering of the

1https://www.rfc-editor.org/ – The term RFC used to stand for Request for Comments, but over the years the series has become a publication venue for completed Internet standards and similar documents, not a discussion forum, so RFC is no longer expanded.
nodes is important and $n, m \in V$ but $n \neq m$. If we let $0 \leq t_1 < t_2 < \ldots < t_n < \infty$, where $t_n$ is the number of events, then the edge events make up a set

$$T = \{(n_i, m_i, t_i) : i = 1, 2, \ldots\}$$

where the same edge $(n, m)$ can exist in many events, and at multiple times. This set does not need to be ordered by index, as what is important is the times they occur.

The events can be aggregated by time, i.e. all of the events which occur at time $t$, into a graph $G(t) = (V(t), E(t))$ containing only the edges which appear in the appropriate events. This is not necessarily a “complex” graph, as it could be the case that only one edge exists at a particular $t$. These snapshot graphs can be used to represent the temporal graph

$$G(0, \infty) = \{G(t_1), G(t_2), \ldots\}$$

and in a similar way, we define the graph $G(q, r) = (V(q, r), E(q, r))$ that exists in “time window” $(q, r)$, from time $q$ to $r$, where $0 < q < r < \infty$, as the aggregation of all edge events $(n_i, m_i, t_i)$ where $q \leq t_i < r$. The number of edges that node $n$ in $V(q, r)$ takes part in is the degree of that node $k_n(q, r)$.

4.2 Activity

The activity of a node in a temporal graph is closely aligned with the definition outlined above. Knowledge of the activity of nodes over time allows us to draw conclusions about the level of participation in a network. A node is considered active if it has appeared in at least one edge in the time window $V(q, r)$. The level of activity of a node is defined as how many edges, including duplicates, that they participate in during $V(q, r)$. This is different to the degree within the time window as duplicates are not considered.

4.3 Mobility Taxonomy

We aim to measure the association of the activity of nodes, and their neighbours, with their activity in a subsequent time period. To determine this association we use the temporal graph analysis technique called the Mobility Taxonomy (Barnes, Nicosia, and Clegg 2023), which involves correlating the degree and average neighbourhood degree (ND) between two adjoining time windows, both half of the chosen time window length for other analysis. The temporal graph analysis tool Raphrory (Steer, Cuadrado, and Clegg 2020) is used to calculate the raw degree and ND numbers before performing these correlations.

There are six combinations to correlate node degree and ND in time window one and two, the combinations are outlined in detail in (Barnes, Nicosia, and Clegg 2023). The four measures used in this paper are Mobility, Neighbour Mobility, Philanthropy and Community. Each represents the correlation of the degree of a node (or set of nodes) at an earlier or later period of time. Mobility can be thought of as the tendency for a node that is active in the first time window to be equally as active in the second. Neighbour Mobility is similar but for a node’s neighbourhood. Philanthropy can be thought of as the tendency of a node’s neighbourhood to be active in window two if that node is active in window one. Finally, Community is the reverse of Philanthropy as the activity of a node in window two is compared to that node’s neighbour’s activity in window one.

Only the nodes which are active in the first window are considered for the second window. Nodes inactive in the second time window are said to have a degree of 0. The ND in the second time window is taken over the same set of neighbours that existed in the first; that is we look at a node’s neighbours in the first window and measure their degree in the second for consistency of comparison.

4.4 Temporal Motifs

Looking at the sequence in which edges attach to nodes over time lets us see how conversation happens with fine resolution. Temporal Motifs are sub-graphs where all edges occur within a certain time. In this paper, we analyse every possible combination of three temporally ordered links (Paranjape, Benson, and Leskovec 2017) between at most three nodes. The time order in which the nodes occur is important. The direction of edge 1 is arbitrary, but every edge temporally after it has their direction oriented with respect to it.

Figure 1 shows all possible types of interaction and classifies them into five types: motifs with two nodes; “Outward Star”, announcements or dissemination of information; “Inward Star”, questions or condensing of information; “Mixed Star”, one-on-one discussion; and “Triangle” is group discussion with no individual as the focus. Motifs with only two nodes are rare in this network and we do not present the results.

Raphrory (Steer, Cuadrado, and Clegg 2020) is used to count the prevalence of these motifs. We start with the list of 36 different combinations of three directed edges shown in figure 1. The graph is then split into time windows and then the motifs are counted combinatorially for each window; each of a node’s edges are followed from their origin to three edge steps away. Finally, we combine the motif counts using the categories shown in figure 1 by the colour of the squares.

4.5 Social Interaction Graph

The mailing list dataset for our case study (Khare et al. 2022) characterises the 989,911 interactions among 23,741 IETF participants in 861 email lists from 04/01/1980 until 17/04/2021, and was gathered from the IETF Mail Archive which is publicly accessible on the web and in machine readable form via IMAP. The email archive contains public communications only. Note that there may be relevant private discussions not considered here. The data file contains an identifier for both the sender (From:) and receiver (To: and Cc:) of emails, the identifiers for each message sent, the timestamp of the interaction, and the mailing list each email was sent to.

There exist upwards of 250 concurrent mailing lists in the IETF which consist of approximately 2500–3500 active par-
Figure 1: Classification of three edge motif types with the numbers representing the order of communication. Light blue squares are “Outward Star” motifs; purple are “Inward Star” motifs; orange are “Mixed Star” motifs and grey are “Triangle” motifs. The box in the bottom left hand corner represents motifs with only two nodes.

Figure 2: Number of active participants in the IETF with active defined as having sent or received an email within the previous year.

Participants at a time, see Figure 2. The participants are spread amongst around 180 WGs, see Section 5.1, and about two thirds of the mailing lists are specific to WGs while others are more general or organisation-wide.

We leverage this data to build a temporal social interaction graph of replies to emails in the mailing list where IETF participants are nodes and email replies are the edges. Note that we ignore the first email of each thread if the receiver is the mailing list itself rather than a specific IETF participant. As the minimum time resolution of the social interaction graph data is one day this does mean the accuracy of the measurement of activity will decrease as the time windows expand in length. Our chosen window length is one year which slides forward in time by one month. The year was picked as a “smoothing” effect but still shows good time resolution in the data. The data analysed over a month long time window told a similar story but some graphs were much “noisier” because less data was available.

An insight into the richness and diversity of the data is given by Figure 3 that shows email reply activity for ten individuals. The ten individuals are those who have been recorded as being a WGC with the earliest start dates in the dataset. Some individuals are highly active throughout the whole period considered, for instance nodes 2 and 5, while others have comparatively sparse activity, such as 1 and 3.

Figure 4 gives an insight into the lifecycle of WGs in terms of raw email activity. The large standard deviation is due to, by nature some mailing lists are extremely active while others are relatively quiet. In this plot a “rise then slowly dwindle” pattern can be seen, where the number of emails within lists has a peak in the mean within the first two years and falls off over subsequent decades.

### 4.6 Hierarchy Roles

We treat the participants of the IETF as belonging to three roles, from top to bottom: Regular Participants (RPs), Working Group Chairs (WGCs) and Area Directors (ADs). WGCs have an organisational role for one specific Working Group (WG) and ADs have a role organising an Area, which encompasses many different WGs (Bradner 1996). The IETF collects data about when people take on more responsibility in the organisation, which we utilise to assign roles to individuals. Stratifying the network like this allows for comparative analysis between hierarchical levels within the network, and analysing the patterns of communication within and between levels.

The WGC data is gathered from the IETF Datatracker.
Figure 3: Activity for the ten participants of the IETF who are active longest and become WGCs: the blue ticks (in degree) represent emails received as replies and the red ticks (out degree) represent emails sent as responses to others. Green indicates a period that an individual is a WGC with a darker green indicating WGC for multiple WGs.

Figure 4: The number of replies received to WG mailing lists per year since its inception. The mean/median is taken only over lists that are active for that length of time and the shaded region represents one standard deviation.

using the “group events” API for each WG, any WGs where the Datatracker does not contain data about WGCs are omitted. This data comes in the form of the names of IETF participants becoming WGCs, the names of those who leave the position and timestamps for the change. There are also events for the creation, conclusion and activation of groups, which are used to extend the first and last WGC to the start and end of the WG’s life respectively.

The AD data is gathered from the Internet Engineering Steering Group’s (IESG) Past Members web page, and comes in the form of the IETF participant names and timestamps. The timestamps correspond to each IETF meeting, about every 4 months.

Data on the hierarchical roles for WGCs is only available from 21/06/2012. For consistency, our final dataset covers the period 21/06/2012–7/04/2021, which includes 10,319 distinct IETF participants and a total of 557,236 mailing list interactions.

4.7 Node Role Classification

The timestamped WGC and AD data was used to allocate hierarchical roles for each person’s activity. For instance, a role of “WGC” is applied to a person if the hierarchy data shows that they are currently a WGC when they appear in the interaction graph dataset. These roles are first applied directly to the interaction graph, where the minimum resolution of the time data is one day. Although, when the time data is collated into time windows of one year, the roles are only applied if the person is a WGC or AD for the whole window. Any person who has a role for only part of a window is ignored for that window. The Regular Participants (RPs) are distinguished from the other roles by considering only those who never become WGCs or ADs in the entire temporal graph. Combining all of these data, a temporal graph with nodes labelled by their current role in the organisation hierarchy is created.

We also label the edges by the roles of nodes at each end. We label each edge as “up hierarchy” when a node with a lower hierarchical role emails a node with a higher one (e.g. RP emails a WGC or an AD, WGC emails an AD). Conversely, when a node with a higher hierarchical role emails a node with a lower one, we label the edge as “down hierarchy” (e.g. AD emails a WGC or an RP, WGC emails an RP). Note that communications might also take place off-list, which figure 2 may indicate that is increasingly the case. These are however likely to result in eventual on-list communications as this is where official discussions and decisions take place. To mitigate any potential biases we focus on the ratio of up hierarchy and down hierarchy communications over time rather than absolute numbers.

4.8 Working Group Activity

We use two methods to estimate the number of WGs over time. For the first method, we re-use the “group events” data gathered for the WGC roles (see section 4.6) which only contains WGs for which the Datatracker has data on their chairs. Therefore, this method may under count the true number of WGs before WGC data was gathered.

The other method uses the mailing list dataset to estimate from the activity seen in each WG specific mailing list. A WG mailing list is considered “active” from when the first email in the interaction graph is sent to it, and is no longer active after the last email. This method may over count as
some mailing lists are active even when WGs have not officially started or have officially concluded. Also, the closer the timestamp reaches to the end of the dataset the more likely it is to stop short of its true activity due to future activity not existing in the data. Therefore this method’s estimate is truncated at the start of 2021.

Both methods rely on past and future data for their estimates and so large amounts of both will enable greater accuracy. Therefore, there is a lag in accuracy at the start and a drop at the end for both.

4.9 Ethical Considerations

Participation in the IETF is subject to agreements and policies that explicitly state that mailing list discussions and Datatracker metadata will be made publicly available. We use only this publicly available data in our analysis. We have discussed our work with the IETF leadership to confirm that it fits their acceptable use policies. We have also made provisions to manage the data securely, and retain it only as necessary for our work.

5 Results

5.1 RQ1: Are Higher Levels of the Hierarchy Growing or Becoming More Centralised? Are They Associated With an Increased Domination of the Conversation?

For RQ1, to determine the steepness or diffusion of the hierarchy, the proportion of nodes and activity are determined in each hierarchy level. Figure 5a shows the number of active nodes in each level. The bottom level, RPs, are the largest contingent consisting of 90–86% of active participants; this proportion is decreasing over time. The next level is WGCs which manage the WGs and are 6–10% of active participants; this proportion is rising over time. The top level is ADs which manage many WGs within an area and consist of less than 1% of the total active population of the IETF; this stays constant over time. Therefore, the WGC level is becoming more diffused over time as there are about 15 RPs for every one WGC in the organisation in 2013 versus 8 RPs per WGC in 2021.

The proportion of activity of nodes in the last year is also plotted and split into hierarchy level in Figure 5b. It is clear that individuals at higher levels contribute a disproportionate share to communication and this share is increasing over time, which is consistent with findings in (Khare et al. 2022). Therefore, less of a proportion of communication is flowing from the RPs at the same time as the number of WGC roles is increasing. This further suggests that the IETF hierarchy is becoming more diffused, in terms of mailing list communication, which may make cooperation between hierarchy levels more difficult.

Figure 6a shows the amount of nodes that inhabit the WGC hierarchy level over our time period. There is a 35% rise in the amount of WGC roles whereas the amount of individuals that fill the WGC roles remains mostly constant.

Figure 6b contains two estimates of the number of WGs over time. The estimated number of WGs is likely the most accurate in the middle 50% of both plotted lines. Their discrepancy is the least (at most 10 WGs) from late 2014 to early 2019. The start of the COVID-19 pandemic may also affect mailing list activity in 2020, and similar trends are visible in the data in (McQuistin et al. 2021). A full explanation on how the data is estimated can be found in section 4.8.

Figure 6c shows how many WGCs exist per WG, using both estimates of the WG amount from Figure 6b. It is clear there is a slow a rise in WGCs per WG over time. The ratio rises from between 1.7-1.9 to 2.0-2.2 within the middle 50%, late 2014 to early 2019. This perhaps represents a growing understanding in the IETF that it is desirable to have two or more chairs per WG in case of illness/unavailability or to avoid conflicts of interest. Therefore, this plot again shows that the hierarchy is becoming more diffused, even if the raw amount of individuals in the WGC roles has remained constant. The multiple roles per individual may result in even more difficulty of RPs to use their voice.

An AD version of Figure 6 is available, but it is omitted to save space as all three plots stay mostly constant throughout the period. There are about 15 individual ADs split amongst 15 roles in 7-8 areas with about 2 ADs per Area. The set

---

of IETF Areas is broadly fixed, while WGs are created and closed relatively frequently.

Table 1 shows the emails sent and received for WGC and ADs on mailing lists in the year before they first take that role, and the year after. WGCs and ADs are both active in using the mailing lists, ADs much more so. However, they don’t become more active to any major degree after taking the roles. This may suggest that the individuals who take on higher hierarchy level roles are already contributing at a higher level.

In answer to RQ1 the picture is mixed, the number of individuals with WGC roles has remained broadly constant but the number of WGC roles has increased, indicating that individuals willing to become WGCs have taken on more such roles. The number of the higher level AD roles has, by design, remained broadly constant over the time studied. The proportion of active individuals with WGC roles has grown from 6% to 10% and the proportion of the conversation taken by those roles has grown from 25% to 35% over the period studied. Therefore the hierarchy has become more diffused, which may mean RPs experience more difficulty in expressing their voice.

5.2 RQ2: What Is the Association Between the Organisation Hierarchy and General Communication Patterns?

To quantify the effect of being in each hierarchy level has on network wide communication for RQ2, we calculate the proportion of three node motifs, lasting at most a month, in which each node participates over a year period, see section 4.4. These motifs are counted, categorised into the three hierarchy levels and then proportions are taken of each motif type.

Figure 7 shows the proportions of each level for three node “Inward Star”, “Outward Star”, “Mixed Star”, and “Triangles”. The Inward and Mixed Star motifs show about a 4% and 10% increase in proportion for higher levels in the hierarchy versus for RPs. However, about a 10% increase for RPs is seen for Triangles versus WGCs and ADs, and Outward Star proportions remain similar for all levels of the hierarchy.

The larger proportion for WGCs and ADs of Inward and Mixed Star motifs whilst the Outward Star motifs remain similar for all levels suggests that higher levels receive more direct communication. The higher proportion of RP Triangle motifs suggests their discussion is more of a group activity, whereas WGCs and ADs have a larger proportion of one-on-one conversations. Therefore, we interpret the general communication patterns within the IETF as a discussion amongst RPs interspersed with questions sent to and announcements from WGCs and ADs. This indicates some collaboration between layers and confidence of some RPs’ to voice their opinions upwards.

Figure 8 seems to corroborate this. We calculate the proportion of mailing list threads which nodes in each hierarchy level originate, using a year window, pushed forward by a month each calculation. We see that WGCs and ADs send a disproportionate number of originating emails to the mailing lists. WGCs send 30–50% whereas they are 6–10% of active individuals, and ADs 5–10% versus 0.5%.

Therefore, the larger proportion of inward motifs for higher levels is in part due to WGCs and ADs disproportionately originating email threads. Other IETF participants will then reply to the thread, boosting the proportion of inward motifs WGCs and ADs appear in. This may suggest the higher levels are good “condensers of communication” as they receive more than they send.
In answer to the RQ, combining the interpretations of the two plots, the discussion seems to happen in the following way: The ADs or WGCs are commonly the originators of discussion threads. Where conversation includes a WGC or AD the conversation tends to be directed around them and usually inward towards the WGC or AD. The RPs are more likely to engage in discussions amongst themselves (triangular communication patterns) when higher level individuals are not present.

5.3 RQ3: How Do People With Differing Roles Communicate With Each Other? Does Information Flow “Up” or “Down” the Hierarchy?

For RQ3, we determine the direction communication tends to flow through the hierarchy by looking at inbound and outbound communication flows. The network’s edges are categorised based on their source and target node’s hierarchy level. For each of the inter-level communication combinations the proportion of communication in the last year going in the “upward” hierarchy direction is calculated. For instance, if there are six emails from RPs to WGCs and twelve from WGCs to RPs then the proportion upward is \( \frac{6}{6+12} = \frac{1}{3} \).

In Figure 9, these proportions are plotted, and the year...
long window is again pushed forward by one month to increase the resolution of changes. A proportion of higher than 0.5 shows more communication flowing up the hierarchy than down. All three levels are mostly upward in direction, with the lowest two levels (RP → WGC) having the largest skew in the proportion. The other two lines (RP → AD and WGC → AD) show similar periodicity, with the WGC → AD line dropping as far below 0.5 as above showing a large shift in inter-level communication patterns higher up the hierarchy.

The direct measurement of message flow between the hierarchy levels seems to bolster our interpretation that the cooperative design of the IETF is working. This analysis shows that RPs are communicating much more preferentially upwards in the hierarchy, despite the decrease in overall share of RP activity. The increase within the WGC level does not have any noticeable effect on their level of communication, if anything there is a negative relationship. This again suggests both WGCs and ADs perform a kind of “condenser of communication” or “facilitator” role. In other words, this analysis suggests the IETF has a “bottom-up” communication style, where the higher levels encourage the lower levels’ voice. This is the desired pattern of communication for a volunteer organisation that is looking to grow and encourage participants to engage and gradually take on leadership roles.

Overall for RQ3 then, the pattern observed was communication flowing up the hierarchy and this corresponds to the answer found in RQ2. WGCs and ADs were more likely to receive communication with individuals than send communication to individuals whereas both were more likely than RPs to send out messages to the list in general.

5.4 RQ4: What Is the Impact That Individuals Have on Their Direct Contacts’ Activity Over Time? How Does This Vary Across Hierarchy Level?

Finally, to determine how individuals and their neighbours affect each other’s activity levels in subsequent time periods, for RQ4, we take correlations of degree between different time windows using the Mobility Taxonomy (Barnes, Nicosia, and Clegg 2023) aspects called Mobility, Neighbour Mobility, Philanthropy and Community explained in the previous section. In Figure 10, the time window chosen is one year which is split into two snapshots graphs of six months, the time window then moves forward one month and the process is repeated. The mid point of the year time window is plotted. WGCs and RPs are plotted but the small number of ADs mean that the correlations are too noisy to show meaningful effects.

The Mobility of both RPs and WGCs is plotted in Figure 10a. The high amount of correlation between the degree of an individual in the first half of the time window with the second half shows that all users have a tendency to become more active in subsequent time periods if they are highly active in the previous period, but this is more pronounced in WGCs. This is found to follow a period of about one year for both RPs and WGC, suggesting that a person is likely to be as active as there were a year ago. The Neighbour Mobility plot, Figure 10b, shows a similar tendency for neighbourhoods, but with less of a split.

The Philanthropy plot, Figure 10c, shows a higher correlation for WGCs than RPs between an individual’s degree in the first snapshot with and their ND in the second. This means that individuals who directly interact with WGCs become more active on mailing lists subsequently. The Community plot, Figure 10d, shows the correlation between the ND in the first snapshot with the degree in the sec-
The higher correlation for WGCs suggests they benefit from interactions with highly active neighbours by themselves becoming more active in subsequent time periods. These trends for Philanthropy and Community show a reversal in early 2016 that coincides with a period where the mean number of WGCs per WG and the number of WGC roles was rapidly rising, see figure 6. A merging of the Applications area and Real-time Applications & Infrastructure area in May 2015 may be a cause of this reversal of correlation, as the assignment of WGs to areas was changed which may cause more non-reciprocal WGC communication than normal.

Increased Mobility for WGCs suggests that they gain advantage from their role with their activity leading to similar communication activity in the future. Moreover, they experience an increased effect of Philanthropy and Community. The former suggests that if a WGC is engaged in a higher amount of discussion, then in the future the individuals who they were communicating with will also be highly active. The latter suggests that when WGCs are surrounded by people who are active in discussion, they are likely to be more active themselves in the future too. All of this has less of an effect for RPs who show a lower correlation in terms of all three aspects. Our interpretation of this is that active WGCs are “facilitating” discussion in the WG mailing lists; both having their activity boosted by their neighbours and, in turn, boosting the activities of their neighbours. This aligns well with the hypothesis that the cooperative and voluntary design of the IETF lends itself well to higher levels encouraging those lower to engage in discussion.

Overall the answer to RQ4 is that the WGCs have a positive effect on their immediate contacts and those individuals that directly discuss with WGCs are more likely to engage more in discussion in subsequent time periods. Conversely though the WGCs who discuss topics with individuals who are active in discussion are, themselves, more likely to engage more fully in discussion. This points to something like a virtuous cycle of WGCs encouraging and being encouraged by their direct contacts.

6 Conclusion
The goal of this paper was to determine the effect that organisational hierarchy levels have on communication patterns throughout the IETF organisation. We focused on two main hypotheses, first that if the organisational hierarchy is steep, then the communication is centralised causing decision making power to be held by few people, and if the hierarchy is diffused then this stifles the voice of lower levels. Second, we hypothesised that the power distance between people who are communicating has a negative association with the lower level’s voice.

In regards to the steepness of the organisational hierarchy, we found that Working Group Chairs (WGCs) are rising as a proportion of active users of the mailing list and in terms of the proportion of total email activity, while the total number of active users is decreasing. Area Directors (ADs) have remained a stable proportion of both active users and email activity over the same period. This shows the hierarchy has become more diffused over the time period, which could mean lower levels find their voice is stifled.

The effect of power distance on communication was investigated in three different research questions. First, we found that WGCs and ADs are characterised by a communication pattern where they disproportionately originate new communication and are more likely to receive replies than send them, whereas Regular Participants (RPs) engage more with triangle motifs. Our second finding is, communication patterns tend to be slightly more “up” hierarchy than “down”, especially when considering RPs. Together, this suggests that RPs mostly engage more in general group discussion within the IETF mailing lists, and the WGCs and ADs encourage and are receptive to the voice of RPs in one-on-one discussions. Therefore, the distance between hierarchy levels has a small effect on communication between levels as there is a large amount of inter-level discussion.

Finally, using measures like Philanthropy and Community, we see that active WGCs lead to their neighbours becoming more active in communication and WGCs with active neighbours themselves become equivalently more active. RPs also experience this effect but to a lesser degree. In early 2016 this association reverses briefly, which may be explained by a merging of two areas. Furthermore, the Mobility analysis shows that both WGCs and RPs have a tendency to remain active communicators if they already are such and this is more true of WGCs than RPs. This is interpreted as WGCs embodying a “facilitator” role within the mailing list discussion.

These three findings suggest that the negative association of power distance is not as pronounced for the IETF as the OB literature finds for traditional commercial organisations. In fact, the facilitation by WGCs of RPs suggests the high levels actively encourage lower level participation in discussion.

Moreover, combining this with the finding that the organisational hierarchy has a diffused structure, with the potential problems this may cause for lower levels, suggests that collaboration between hierarchy levels is high within the IETF. As the IETF is voluntary and collaborative in its mission statement, this suggests that the their efforts in tackling the problems caused by a diffused hierarchy and power distance have worked well. One suggested improvement for the IETF is to encourage WGCs to get involved in more group discussion in the mailing lists. This may help to boost their level of Philanthropy, Community and Triangle motifs, which are indicators of healthy discussion. However, we do not advocate for our analysis techniques to be the only metrics maximised for. Moreover, these conclusions come from analysis of only communication structure not content. A future look into content may elucidate differing relationships between hierarchy levels.

This paper shows that important insights can be derived from analysis of communication patterns in organisations through the lens of hierarchies and temporal graphs. This field is a fruitful one and it would be extremely interesting to compare this analysis with other communication datasets where information about individuals’ status is available.
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